
 

 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE  
 
New Sales Partnership in the Netherlands 
 
Goldenstedt, 05.05.2022 
On Thursday, April 28, 2022, Dr. Jutta Middendorf-Bergmann (Managing 
Director of Ludwig Bergmann International Sales GmbH) and Dick Me-
lessen (Managing Director of Kamps De Wild B.V.) signed an agreement 
for the distribution of the Bergmann product portfolio in the Netherlands. 
 
As part of the Reesink Group, Kamps De Wild is a leading importer in the 
agricultural machinery sector and supplies farmers and contractors in the 
Netherlands with Claas and Amazone technology through 80 dealers and 
11 branches. 
 
As a leading manufacturer of manure and universal spreaders, loader 
and transfer wagons forage transport trailers, Bergmann offers a wide 
range of state-of-the-art agricultural equipment.  
 
Bergmann spreaders are characterised by excellent precision and DLG-
tested lateral and longitudinal distribution. With the new V-Spread wide 
spreading unit, Bergmann sets new standards in spreading technology. 
The effective combination of the V-shaped arrangement of the spreading 
discs transverse to the direction of travel and simultaneous enlargement 
of the diameter of the spreading discs enables even more uniform distri-
bution of the spreading material over the spreading discs and thus also 
perfect distribution in the field. 
 
In the Dutch market, which is important for loader wagons, this partner-
ship rounds off Kamps de Wild's product portfolio. With the ROYAL, 
REPEX, CAREX and SHUTTLE series, Bergmann manufactures high-
quality loader wagons from 26.8 to 51 m³. 
 
Both companies are looking forward to a successful cooperation. 
 

 
Picture: Contract signing in Goldenstedt 



 

 

 
Left to right: Freek Tel (Produkt Manager Kamps de Wild), 

Dick Melessen (Managing Director Kamps de Wild). Dr. Jutta Middendorf-Bergmann 

(Managing Director Bergmann), Olivier Clément (General Export Manager Berg-

mann), Jonathan Jost (Sales Manager Bergmann) 

 

 

 
Ludwig Bergmann GmbH is a medium sized family-run business in 

its third generation and has been successfully manufacturing agricul-

tural machinery and vehicles for over 125 years. It is one of the major 

manufacturers and providers of customised technology for profes-

sional farming operations and farm contractors. 

The combination of long-standing experience and contemporary, in-

novative technology is one of its greatest strengths. Constant focus on 

the needs and expectations of customers, adapting to changing tech-

nical requirements, the continuous development and improvement of 

products and a keen “feel” for customer requirements have made 

BERGMANN a reliable worldwide farming partner. 

With its wide range of products, BERGMANN offers efficient and prac-

tical solutions that include manure spreaders, universal spreaders, 
loader wagons, forage transport trailers, body swap systems, 
grain transfer trailers, beet transfer trailers and bodies for self-
propelled vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact:  
 
Ludwig Bergmann GmbH 
 
Daniela Hense 
Marketing 
 
Telefon +49 4444 2008-47 
E-Mail daniela.hense@l-bergmann.de 

 
Internet www.bergmann-goldenstedt.de  
 

 
 
 
 

Bei Abdruck bitte Belegexemplar – vielen Dank! 
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